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Elvis Presley may have been the advance
guard, but young Iraqis own it - pro-
testers in Baghdad sport slicked styles

and rockabilly haircuts, a testament to their
unyielding rebel spirit. “The revolution has
changed everything,” said Qassem, nearly
three months into a popular movement that
seeks to unseat Iraq’s highly dysfunctional
political establishment. “Now, it is all so dif-
ferent - we are free,” the young protester
added under a tent where he doles out tea
and biscuits to peers in Tahrir Square. “We
also know how to let loose,” Qassem contin-
ued, his face switching suddenly from serious
to smiling. “And so I invented a new style,” he

chuckled, glancing upwards towards his rec-
tangular pompadour.

Outside his tent, thousands of students
and young unemployed people thronged the
iconic square, railing once more against
“crooked” politicians. Their enthusiasm has
remained undimmed since the start of the
revolt on October 1, despite clashes with
security forces that have killed close to 460.
One thing strikes the eye perhaps above all
else - the unbridled hairstyles young men
sport. High quiffs, tight fades and loads of
attitude - it is quite the male beauty pageant.

‘Why be scared?’ 
Exclusively male and in large part inspired

by the fashionable cuts of football stars, the
phenomenon is coursing through the Arab
world. And it is particularly exuberant in
Tahrir Square. “Here, we call it the rooster
comb,” explained a local journalist. For 23-
year-old actor and renowned activist Omar
Dabbour, “the style began two years ago”.
Then “it exploded with the revolution in
Tahrir. The people feel increasingly free,” he
noted. 

Dabbour himself sports an impressive,
albeit more natural, style - an afro worthy of
the Jackson Five, which amounts to a radical
departure, in what is otherwise an ocean of
hair gel. “In Tahrir Square, young people are
daring - it has become normal,” added
Dabbour. “But in the rest of the city, it’s a bit
different - more conservative. There is the
army, the militiamen who can bother you at
checkpoints,” he continued. “I don’t care.
Before, I had a short haircut. Now I have let
it grow. Why be scared?”

Sporting yellow tinted glasses and main-
taining a studious air, Karrar Riad, 20,
pushed a hand through his long and deliber-
ately disordered locks. With a black leather
bracelet, he has the air of a young Johnny
Depp. “Today, everything is possible. We do
what we want here,” he said. Here perhaps,
but not in Riad’s home district of Kadhimiya,
which houses a key Shiite mausoleum.  

Going home requires him to restore some

conventional order to his unruly mop. Other
fashionistos don a cap to blend back in when
they depart the protest hotbed. Their caution
is not without reason. In 2012, at least 15
youths were stoned, beaten or shot to death
in a spate of targeted attacks against people
sporting the “emo” look - tight-fitting black
clothes and alternative hairstyles.  

Voluminous proliferation 
The range of styles is wide, but it is Iraq’s

take on the Elvis cut that rises head and
shoulders above the rest: a towering pom-
padour with undercut back and sides.
“Adopted by celebrities, students and hip-
sters,” the pompadour - named after a mis-
tress of French King Louis XV - will trans-
form you into a “sexy and trendy man”,
according to one website. But this style itself
unfurls into a multitude of sub-styles in Iraq,
from classic rockabilly to even the mohawk. 

And amid the proliferation of looks, cuts
are becoming ever more voluminous. “The
idea is to do what you want to do,” said
Dabbour. And probably also to attract the
throngs of young women who frequent Tahrir
Square, in a commingling that is unusual in
Iraq. The hairstyles on display have “roots in
the 1990s, in the hairdressing salons and male
beauty parlors of Sadr City,” explained Zahraa
Ghandour, an Iraqi documentary filmmaker.

Sadr City - a huge working-class district

of northeastern Baghdad - was marginalized
under the regime of deposed dictator
Saddam Hussein. “The residents wanted to
mark themselves out. It was a means to
express themselves, to protest,” said
Ghandour. Baroque haircuts, meanwhile,
“really started around two years ago, again
in Sadr city.”

Zouheir Al-Atouani, a local videographer
who has gained nationwide fame, spread this
style by posting wedding videos in which
men sport ever more sculpted looks.
According to Ghandour, “in Tahrir, ever more
frequented by young people from Sadr city,
it’s a way to rebel, to free oneself”. It is also
most likely a way of defying the country’s all-
powerful militias, and social revenge for
young people who feel despised, yet now find
themselves at the forefront of fashion. “They

are especially creative,” smiles Ghandour.
And the styles are “spread far and wide by
social networks”, where dandies love to
showcase their ever crazier cuts. — AFP 

Pompadour and rooster cuts: 
Iraqi styles sculpt ‘revolution’ 

Iraqi anti-government demonstrators sporting pompadour hairstyles pose at Tahrir Square in
central Baghdad on Dec 23, 2019. — AFP photos

From Netflix to Hitler, protesters are tapping pop
culture and history as they vent their anger
against Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s new citi-

zenship law - and with deft use of India’s beloved
acronyms. The Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) eas-
es naturalization for persecuted religious minorities
from Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan, but not if
they are Muslim. Critics fear it is the precursor to a
National Register of Citizens (NRC) that many among
India’s often undocumented 200 million Muslims is
aimed primarily of making them stateless.

Modi’s government denies this and says the law is a
humanitarian move, but it has sparked two weeks of
protests that at times have been violent. At least 27
people have been killed. “NRC is Coming” reads one
placard, co-opting the “Winter is Coming” slogan of
the smash-hit fantasy series “Game of Thrones”, with
Modi’s black and white mugshot in the background.

Others inspired by the same fantasy series include
“Winter is coming for Modi and Shah”, referring to
Home Minister Amit Shah, and “Modi - you are making
Cersei look good”, a nod to a “Game of Thrones” vil-
lain. “Netflix and raise hell”, says another, in a spin on
the expression “Netflix and chill”. “Stop trying to make
NRC happen!” meanwhile rips off a popular line in

Lindsay Lohan movie “Mean Girls”.
Anjali Singh, clutching an “Error 404, Hindu nation

not found” placard, said that Modi and his government
had become more aggressive in moving forward with
their Hindu agenda. “So our messaging has also got
more explicit and direct,” Singh told AFP. Slogans like
“Long Live the Revolution”, a popular chant of India’s
independence struggle against British, echo at many
demos, with a rhyming chant of “If you act like Hitler,
you will die like Hitler”.

Caricatures of Modi and Shah wearing Nazi uniform
and posters of Hitler holding a baby-sized Modi aloft
have become a staple as videos and pictures that are
viral on social media, as well as of graffiti. “Everything
that happens offline ends up online and we have to
have a global appeal in our messaging,” Kiran
Malhotra, a student protester in New Delhi, explained
to AFP. “Someone sitting in the US or Europe will not
understand the change in India’s citizenship law but
comparing Modi with Hitler simplifies it,” Malhotra
said, her placard depicting a cartoon Modi with a
swastika armband.

Many protesters are also rehashing Indian TV jin-
gles from the 1980s to give a nostalgic touch to the
protests, while others are using tambourine beats to

sing “Down with Modi” or recite the preamble of
India’s constitution. Other favorites include a Hindi ver-
sion of US civil rights anthem “We shall overcome”, as
well as revolutionary Urdu poems. “The messaging has
to be more explicit and direct now,” Ira Sen, a protest-
er told AFP. Her poster features independence icon
Mahatma Gandhi holding his “My experiments with
Truth” autobiography alongside Modi cradling what
the drawing depicts as his version, “My experiments
with lies”.

Many people are demonstrating for the first time,
drawing inspiration from protests in Hong Kong, Chile,
the Arab Spring and against US President Donald
Trump’s travel ban on people from six Muslim-majority
countries. “People power can bring change. Democracy
and constitution will win, despots will be thrown out,”
Meenkshi Roy, an interior designer told AFP, holding a
placard “Caesar will go... Rome stays”.

Other placards are topical (“PM 2.0 is worse than
PM2.5”, a reference to a measure of pollution in
India’s smog-choked cities), witty (“I have seen
smarter cabinets at IKEA”), or just downright
provocative (“Sex” in bright red ink followed by
“#noCAA #noNRC”). “There is more youthful but
aggressive language in slogans and placards. Some of

the placards are downright offensive, some mocking
and many other are sarcastic,” Steve Rocha, an
activist, told AFP. “This protest has everything -
graphics, words, music, poetry and rage.” — AFP 

Protesting Indians get creative

Protesters shout slogans and hold placards at demonstrations against
India’s new citizenship law. — AFP photos


